Abstract-In this paper we present a new method for real· time interactil'e haptic and graphic rendering of complex objects locally deformed by multiple contacts. Core algorithms have been designed to be executable also on \1deoboard's GPU, thus taking ad"antage of parallel matrix and \'ector computational power.
. Realistic real-time haptic rendering is a heavy-computation task, and the required computational power is usually taken away from graphics. The haptic rendering load is mainly due to the use of complex mathematical models, needed to accurately simulate physical behaviour, instead of simple approximations that can result satisfactory for 3D rendering. In this paper we present a new method able to realistically simulate visio haptic interaction of locally defonnable objects, even on mainstream pes. Two are the main ideas at the base of the proposed method:
• trading off between exact physical simulation and realistic user perception
• using modem GPUs parallel and vector computational power [3], [4] The proposed model simulates deformable objects as a set of uncoupled elements, thus avoiding any possible stability issues due to element interaction. Moreover it uses a highly customiz able non-linear dynamic local-model able to simulate also objects with different compliance and dynamic behaviours.
Such model is perceived by the user as more realistic than the simple elastic model. The absence of links between the dy namic elements modeling the object is compensated by the use of force fields to propagate deformations from contact points to the object surface. Defonnations are fully customizable, both geometrically than dynamically. The proposed approach is also well suited to handle more than one contact point. A relevant attention is devoted to the computational aspects. At each cycle, only a small stream of data is sent down to the video board instead of the whole de fanned mesh. This saves bandwidth and allows for very complex meshes to be used [5] . Moreover any existing graphic shader l code can be used,
by simply adding few instructions. An these features allow running of real-time visioihaptic simulalions with a high level of realism also on commonly diffused PCs.
II. RELATED WORKS
At the present the most diffused methods for visio-haptic simulation of defonnable objects are springs-masses systems and the many finite element based variations such as FEM [61, BEM [7] , LEM [8] and REM [9] . The two main ap proaches used for such simu lations are dynamic and quasi· static. In the dynamic approach the simulation is performed by real-time integration of the motion differential equations.
In the quasi-static approach, instead, the equilibrium points of such equations are computed . 
III. METHOD FUNDAMENTALS
When talking of "pointlike local deformations" we refer to deformations of the external surface of an object which came in contact with pointlike haptic·driven probes. The width of deformation and the depth of penetration are supposed "small" with respect to the dimension and curvature of the undeformed object. Think, for example, at the deformation produced by pushing with a finger a baby's belly. The method presented here is well suited for small and medium dimension deformations of objects with a smooth surface (such as human organs) in which very specific tactile behaviours are required (total or partial volume conservations, compliance, frictional reactions, heterogeneous and time-dependant stiffness). In this section the core of this method will be described in enough detail to be implemented.
A. Modelillg and Simulating
A deformable object Other non-linear or higher-order systems can add further realism. Equation (I) describes, as an example, the simple mass-spring-damper case.
Where h represents the distance of the current vertex position from the undeformed position along its normal, and the f term refers to the force acting on the vertex. Every vertex represents a standalone system that can be dynamically simulated integrating the motion equation.
Because each vertex has no interaction with other vertices, simulation stability can be easily guaranteed. The one-to-one correspondence with their graphical representation and the independence from each other allows for vertices integration to be performed on the GPU during rendering phase.
B. Deformations
Deformations are achieved as shaped displacement of ver tices heights along the normals to surface, through the use of force fields. When a Collision is detected the depth of the penetration and the material property of the underlying vertex are used to compute a force field which is propagated through the neighbourhood. This could be performed in two ways:
• On the CPU, by keeping at each vertex topological info about neighbours and performing a BFS visit
• On the GPU, comparing info such as position and normal of each vertex with the center of deformation, in order to recognize involved ones Using a planarjspati�l simplification, the intensity of the force field applied to each involved vertex is function of the distance from the center of the deformation (i.e. the contact point on the surface). We call these functions shapejUllctiolls. In fact each vertex subject to external forces moves away from its default position toward a well defined equilibrium position. Shape functions represent the shape that the surface will assume at equilibrium in the neighbourhood of the contact point due to deformation. Two deformation related issues that typically cannot be resolved locally are volume conservation and normal vector computation. The former requires global notions about the whole object, the latter information from the neighbours.
Using shape-functions these issues can be locally resolved with good results. Approximated volume conservation can be obtai ned using shape-functions that push inside vertices near the contact point and pull away those farther. Exact volume conservation can be easily computed on a fiat surface.
Errors increas with the surface curvature, but are small enough not to be visually perceived. When the surface of the object is deformed, it becomes necessary to recompute the normal vector associated with each vertex2• The normal is in fact essential for lighting computations. Brute force recomputing of normals requires many computations such as updating neighbour's position � , finding face nonnals and blending them together. Good approximations can be obtained using a normal correction vector cqmputed from the shape functions. Using derivative of such functions we compute a small vector that added to original �ertex normal yields to the new normal.
More details on nonhal correction can be found in [15] . Effects from multiple interattions can be superimposed. As for volume conservation, norm*ls errors are too small to be perceived.
2We assume \0 deal ;ith smooth object, with a single normal for vertell.
Normal correction is faster than computing the new normals geometrically and allows for execution on the GPU, where each vertex is processed in parallel and separately from each others.
C. Collision Detection
Collision detection with object surface is performed in two steps: contact point interpolation and height check. In the fonner an interpolated point on the surface is found. This point has the characteristic that its interpolated normal goes 
D. Graphical Rendering
The same triangular mesh used to describe the object surface is also used for graphical rendering. 
Where Nf is the final normal, and Ni is the normal correc tion vector produced by each deformation. These computations are performed in parallel on the GPU with only few native instructions and almost with no additional cost.
E. Haptic Rendering
Haptic rendering is easily performed on the interpolated local-model. The projection along the normal is used as input to the local model update function to compute the module of the normal reaction force. This value is used, together with the velocity vector of the probe, to compute the frictional force.
Finally normal reaction vector is computed using the actual normal. The sum of the two reactions is sent back to the haptic device Fn = localmodel(P"" px)
Where Fn is the normal component of force feedback, Ft the tangential component and Pf the force feedback. P.r is the probe position, T is the tangential component of probe velocity, and K is the friction coefficient.
IV. GPU RELATED
As previously stated graphical rendering of deformed ob jects requires new positions and nonnals to be computed.
In 
V. DEFORMABLE DEMO
The Deformable Demo has been written in C++ on Win32 API for WindowsXP. Low level access to haptic devices has been obtained through the Haptik Library [12] . For the graphi cal related aspects it has been used DirectX 9.0 [13] to access the graphical hardware and the Cg runtime of nVidia [14] to manage the graphical shaders/programs. Deformable demo supports realtime deformation of loadable tri-mesh objects with multiple probes, while rendering with some advanced graphical features such environment cube mapping, reflection and refraction, bump mapping, self-shadowing. Some screen shot of the deformable demo are reported in (Fig 3/4) .
A. Implementation Details
As previously stated collision detection is performed monodimensionally by projecting probe position on the in terpOlated contact vertex normal In the actual demo imple mentation core of collision detection is thus performed using a modified AABB tree, in which the boxes contain vertices instead of triangles. This structure is used to perform nearest vertex detection. Dealing with vertex trees instead of triangle trees yield to two useful properties:
• child boxes are strictly contained in father box to deal with surface ' singularity using normals drift.
